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GENTLE SLEEP
SOLUTIONS THAT WORK
Let’s talk about your sleep goals for your little one. So often when parents
reach out to me they aren’t even sure what realistic goals are. Generally
speaking, I can tell you this: Babies 6 months and younger typically still
need to eat at night. Babies 6 months or older can absolutely be sleeping
11-12 hours at night (more about that below)

This guide is hopefully your golden ticket to exactly what your baby needs
to sleep better! It certainly isn’t a full sleep plan. That is reserved for our
1on1 clients. If you are wanting a child focused sleep plan. Let’s talk! We
would love to help.

SLEEP WELL,
Kandra Becerra
Owner/Founder
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THE PERFECT
BEDTIME ROUTINE
It’s true what everyone says. You have to have a
bedtime routine in order for your baby to sleep well.
Consistency is key. We need to cue your babies brain
that their LONG stretch of sleep is coming. 

3-12 months:
Bath/ Wipe down with
warm wash cloth
Diaper
Jammies
Feed (in a well-lit
environment)
Story time
Sleep Sack
Into the crib
Lights off
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13 months+:
Sippy cup of milk
(optional)
Bath/ Wipe down with
warm wash cloth
Diaper
Jammies
Brush teeth
Story time
Sleep Sack
Into the crib
Lights off

Here is the order of my favorite bedtime routines:

Wondering what time your baby should go to bed? When
in doubt, always opt for an earlier bedtime! 
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Our mission is to help restore
a family's health and balance
through sleep.

SLEEP PROPS

You have likely read all about sleep props (if you
haven’t don’t worry, I’ve got you covered) A sleep
prop is anything external your child requires to
fall asleep. Rocking, bouncing, feeding, pacifier
etc. Getting rid of these sleep props is essential
to teaching your baby to sleep better. Whatever
your baby uses to get to sleep – they will require
to get back to sleep in the middle of the night.

Not all sleep props are created equal. Things like
white noise and lovie’s (when age appropriate)
are technically sleep props, but positive ones!
When using white noise make sure you are using
actual white noise (not ocean, rain, heart beat
etc.) and it should be on all night long. We don’t
want to use a timer for this!
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FEEDING YOUR
BABY AT NIGHT. 
I get it. You are beyond exhausted. Your baby
wakes multiple times per night. But are they
waking because they are actually hungry? Let’s
find out! Keep in mind these rules are very
GENERAL rules. Always speak with your baby’s
pediatrician about their feeding needs. 
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What is the average?
Babies 2-4 months or younger: 2 feeds

Babies 4-5 months: 1 feed

Babies 6 months +: can sleep through the night
without feeding as long as they are staying on
their curve and gaining weight appropriately.
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NIGHT WAKINGS.
WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES?

This is my #1 tip to eliminate night wakings.
Delay your response when your baby wakes at
night. That’s right. I give you full permission not
to rush to them every time they start to make
noise. 

For babies 6 months or older waiting a full 10
minutes is actually very developmentally
appropriate. I call it the “magic 10” something
really magical can happen at 9 minutes and 58
seconds. Silence. Your baby is back to sleep!

Babies connecting sleep cycles at night can be
quite noise. It is what a call a “vocal transition”
or a “partial arousal” so often we disrupt this
process by going to them too quickly. If your
baby hasn’t gone back to sleep in 10 minutes
absolutely go in there and start your sleep
training techniques. 
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My definition of an early
riser is anything before 6AM

EARLY RISERS
ADJUSTMENT OF TONE AND LANGUAGE FOR 
SPECIFIC CLIENT SERVICES.

I totally get it. Your baby waking up at 6:05am each
morning is tough – but it can also be very normal.
However, even if your baby is waking at 6:05am or way
earlier like 5:05am there is 1 piece of advice that you
must do…delay any sort of gratifying event at least 10
minutes after they wake. Most likely, this is the feed. 

Most babies go directly to the breast or bottle pretty
soon after waking up. If you are feeding your baby right
away, pulling them into your bed etc. This increases the
chances of an early morning. Can you blame them? They
kind of woke up, and decided they want to eat.

Bonus tip: this same rule applies for nap time as well!
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